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The SISTER of the iconic and pioneering feminst, K Millet, who
INVENTED modern patriarchy theory, is an anti-feminist, and
she reveals how mentally distrubed her sister and these feminist
icons were - there is no place for false theories such as patriarchy
and hate speech in egalitarianism
July 10, 2020 | 86 upvotes | by mhandanna

Note: This is also why early womens rights activtists have nothing to do with feminism, so it is
absurd that feminsits say "oh but feminsits got women the vote", as they do not share the
idealogy below at all (some radical marxist types did i.e. seneca falls
https://youtu.be/Ll1HCBck25A, most didnt though). Feminism is an idealogy. Thats like saying
the men who created humans rights, or free speech, or democracy, or rules protecting mainly
men in war e.g. prisoner of war laws, geneva convention were MRAs**

This is important, so Kate Millet basically made patriarchy conspiracy theory (a complete bullsh*t
retelling of history:
https://www.reddit.com/r/MensRights/comments/edyrf5/a_compilation_of_evidence_debunking_feminist
/) in modern feminism (she stole concepts from marxism), she is absolutely vital for modern feminism
due to this as patriarchy is the whole feminist lens in which feminists see the world and shape their
policies, opnions etc; and also she was an icon in setting up feminism and gender studies programmes
throughout the world. She is seen as the pope of feminism by many, time magazine cover, very important
feminist pioneer
Guess what? her sister, Mallory who even named Kate's her orignal iconic book (sexual poltics) is a
massive anti feminist MRA, check video below she reveals how bat sh** crazy Kate Millet was and man
hating, her dad left her which gave her severe men issues, she had psychosis, hearing voices and seeing
images, was paranoid, she used to lie awake saying how hard women had it and how f**ked up men
were, her sister also reveals how f**d up and made up patriarchy theory was.... she talks about relgious
cult like chants the feminsits (mallory tagged along in these years, she was a feminsit)
https://youtu.be/Bm5ZAQ9EREM
All the key authors of 2nd wave e.g. Dwrokin, Mackinon, Solanas, who completely shaped modern
feminism now had combinations PTSD, schizophrenia, psychosis, substance misuse, gender identity
issues, sexuality identity issues, severe esteem issues (many were really obese, ugly etc), this all affected
their work, their work shaped feminism & collective feminism inherited their disorder... feminsim is
literally one big mental illness. Group think.
Feminism is literally hate speech and delusions warped into a movement.


** Well actually you could say that those peope were MRAs, since MRA isnt feminism, it isnt
an idealogy, cult etc.... so I suppose you could say that, but you get the point, its a stretch...
Also feminsim got wome they vote, or you couldnt say that if it wasnt for feminism giving
women rights is an logically absurd arguement. Thats like saying I have like the current corrupt
Greek government because Greece invented democracy, or I must vote republicans because
they freed the slaves, got first black politicians etc, and I must not vote democrats because they
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opposed ending segregation, were part of the KKK etc.

Camille Paglia Explains Feminism's Problematic Origins
https://youtu.be/CGn3JLVaLbE
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Comments

AngelFire_3_14156 • 6 points • 10 July, 2020 07:16 PM 

I'll have to research this more, but I guess that explains why none of it makes a lot of sense.

mhandanna[S] • 7 points • 10 July, 2020 07:28 PM 

It was literally created by feminsts who at time of writing were often mentally ill, abusing substances, going
through identity crisis', had been raped, abused etc.

GalileosTele • 6 points • 10 July, 2020 07:36 PM 

She wasn’t the only founder of 2nd wave feminist who was had a seriously disturbed past. Most of the leaders
came from very troubled backgrounds. As Camille Paglia explains

mhandanna[S] • 3 points • 10 July, 2020 08:18 PM 

Thanks, added to OP

mhandanna[S] • 4 points • 10 July, 2020 08:17 PM 

Oh let me be clear, I am absolutely not trying to stigmatise people with mental illnesses.... in fact the lack of care
by society and their enabling of these peoeple to hang out in cults instead of giving them therapy and care is a
major problem here...

I am saying these people had these conditions, they then went through trauma, they wrote books, hung around in
an echo chamber cult people who indoctinated them futher, lionised them, sometimes used them, sometimes
were used... then these people MADE feminism, and people use this now!! Feminism is literally built on
patriarchy theory, its in popular culture.... and this is where it came from!! People need to know the truth
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